Tapestry Interest Group Meeting – 9 March 2019
This was our first meeting at Vauxhall which was exciting if a bit chaotic as we found our feet. It was
great to have a few new faces join us too.
We started with news as usual, with Christine telling us about the BTG Sound and Weave exhibition at
Richmond which some of us hadn’t managed to get to. Christine was pleased to tell us she had finally
completed her 135cms wide tapestry entitled ‘We Don’t Care About Climate Change’ which was entirely
woven in supermarket fruit and veg nets collected by many people including several Guild members, for
which she is very grateful. It had been largely woven at Morley College and was submitted but not
shortlisted for the 2019 Cordis Prize. What an incredible achievement.

Juliette brought along three tapestry samples she had woven which were fascinating. She had returned
to the double weave of last year and experimented using linen, nettle, silk and cotton to great effect;
she had a very colourful Saori weave from a workshop she had done in New York, plus a small sampler
from a Selvedge magazine Fiona Rutherford workshop. What amazing fun!

We then looked at what we had managed to do with the needle-weave purses started at the last
meeting. Juliette and I had at least started; while Aruna was awarded a gold star for her colourful
finished purse. Really lovely. I am determined to finish mine now..

Our workshop this meeting was to create a design influenced by what we had seen at the Anni Albers
Exhibition at Tate – which we had all been to (at least once). We poured over books and exchanged
knowledge on Bauhaus and their Textile workshop before getting out the grid paper, crayons and
coloured paper to mock-up some ideas. It was very freeing in its simplicity and having so little time to
complete in. We all came up with quite different results and will endeavour to interpret them to
tapestry weave for the next meeting.

